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ABSTRACT rollover is buoyancy-driven penetration of the lower liquid into the 

The spontaneous destabilization of stably-stratified fluids due to upper layer along the heated side wall. The basic phenomena in 

the reversal of the density gradient. caused by heat and/or mass the cylindrical and rectangular enclosures were found to be similar, 

transfer, sometimes in conjunction with evaporation, is known as but the interface descent velocity and the intensity of mixing in the 

"rollover". This phenomenon occurs in nature and in industrial cylindrical enclosure ere higher, resulting in somewhat different 

processes, best known in the storage of liquefied natural gas times to onset of rollover. 

(LNG). This study models the process by numerically solving the 

transient momentum. energy, and mass transfer equations for a NOMENCLATURE 

binary solution in a cylindrical enclosure. Initially the fluid is 
C' - C' 

stably stratified, with the upper layer having a higher concentration C Dimensionless concentration = L 
~Cf 

of the lighter component. Heating through the walls is then C' Concentration, kg solute/kg solution 

applied, resulting in buoyancy-driven convection accompanied by D Diffusivity of the solute in the solution. O1=/s 

heat and m~s transfer, and often finallyin rollover. Computations g Gravitational acceleration. 9.8 m/s' 

are performed for a Prandtl number of 30. Schmidt number of H Height of the container. 01 

5500 and for the range of modified thermal Rayleigh numbers of k Thermal conductivity, W/O1 K s 

(1.64)109
,:: Ra· Ts (9.02)109 and solutal Rayleigh numbers of Pr Prandtl number of the solution = via 

(4.415)l09,;Ra,~(1.776)10Io. As expected. the tendency to q Heat flux, WI01~ s 

rollover increases with increasing Ra"T and decreases with Dimensionless radial coordinate = r' fH 

increasing Ra, The most important mechanism which triggers r' Radial coordinate. 01 
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Radiusof the container. m 
g~H3L\C'
 

SolutalRayleigh number= --'~-
. '10 gp H4q 

Modified Thennal Ravleigh number= _..;..T-:-_ 
. u vk 

Rs Stabilityparameter.. P.L\C/PTL\T 

Sc Schmidtnumber= 'I/O 
T' - r. 

T Dimensionless temperature = I 

qH/k
T' Temperature. K 

r: Initial temperature, KI 

Time.s 

V"Vz Velocity components in the r andz directions. 

respectively, m/s 

x Dimensionless horizontal coordinatefor rectangular 

enclosure 

z Dimensionless axial (or height)coordinate= z'JH 

z· Axialcoordinate.m 

~ Thermal diffusivity, m:/s 

Volumetric expansioncoefficientfor concentration. 

(kg)" 

Pr Volumetric expansion coefficient for temperature, (K)"' 

L\C Drivingconcentration difference. kg/kg 

L\C' Initialconcentration difference between the upper and 

lowertluid layers= C'H • C\. kg/kg 

L\T Drivingtemperature difference. K 

L\r: = T;:H - T':L 

v Kinematic viscosity, m:/s 

p Density. kg/m' 

t Dimensionless time = -,
Hz/v 

w Vorticity 

\II Streamfunction 

Subscripts 

H for the upper fluidlayer. Hl2,;zsH 

L for the lower tluid layer. 0" zs Hl2 

Superscripts 

Area-averaged over r or x
 

Volume-averaged
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The spontaneous destabilizationof stably-stratified tluids due to 

the reversalof the densitygradient.caused by heat and/or mass 

transfer. sometimes in conjunction with evaporation, is knO\\TI as 

"rollover". In this process the heat and/or mass transfer cause the 

densities of the bottom and top tluid layers to approach equalityor 

may even cause the reversalof the d~nsity gradient. with the top 

layers becoming heavier than the bottomones. nus equalization 

of densities or reversalof gradientscauses. sometimessuddenly. 

strong mixing of the layers. at times to the extent of literal 

"rolling" of the bottom layers above the top ones, nus has been 

observed in many engineering and natural circumstances.such as 

in liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage tanks. heat storage tanks. 

solar ponds.and ocean andatmosphericcirculation. It can also 

occur in material processingsuch as in the melt of semiconductor 

materials and metallicalloys. and in liquid hydrocarbonmixture 

fires, 

One good and technologically importantexample is rollover in 

LNG storage tanks and is describedhere in more detail (cf', 

Sarsten, 1972; Acton and Van Meerbeke. 1986) focusingon the 

processes which lead to destabilization. Heat flows from the 

ambient into the colder liquid throughthe tank walls. The partial 

pressures of the species in the vapor space above the liquid 

("ullage") are often lowerthan those-in the liquid. nus is because 

of the gradual rise in the temperatureof the liquid. the relatively 

slow rate of diffusion of some of the species through the liquid 

towards the free surface.and some evacuationof the species from 

the vapor space due to gas use and venting. The heat tlow rises the 

liquid temperature. This. togetherwith the lowerpartial pressure 

in the vapor space leads to evaporationat the free surface. or even 

to bubble nucleationand evaporationat some depth. The 

temperature nse of the lowerlayersdecreasestheir density.giving 
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rise to naturalconvection(in the fonn of rolls) even if the fluid is 

initially stably stratified and the neat flow is only through the tank 

walls whichare parallel to the gravity vector (cf Lior and Fujii, 

1991).Evaporationhas heat and mass transfer consequences 

which affect the densi~' of the upper layer: the temperaturedrop 

increasesits density, while the removal of the evaporating species 

mayeither increaseor decrease the layerdensity. depending on the 

molecular weightof the evaporated species. For example. if 

nitrogenis present in the LNG. it would boil off preferentially.and 

since it has a higher molecularweight than methane (usually a 

dominanthydrocarbonin LNG) the density of the upper layer 

woulddecrease. The opposite happens in the absenceof 

significantamountsof nitrogen: the lighter hydrocarbon 

components. such as methane.would be evaporated preferentially. 

thus increasing the density of the upper layer. Another common 

impetusfor destabilizauon is when a fresh layer of higher-density 

LNG is added to an existing one (i. e.• to the so-called"heel"). In 

summary, transientdouble-diffusivephenomena,evaporation, 

buoyancy, heat exchange with the environment, and fluid 

mechanics of mixing when fresh LNG is added to the heel, 

determine stability and mixing, and thus rollover in LNG storage 

tanks. 

Rollover and the associated vigorous mixing result in a rapid 

increasein the rate of evaporation in LNG storage tanks. especially 

if the lowerlayer was superheated relative to the pressure in the 

tank vapor spece, This is accompaniedby a rapid rise of the gas 

pressure in the tank. causing II significant safety problem. 

Oneof the earliest and best-known examples is an incident at La 

Spezia in Italy in 1971. Eighteenhours after adding a new LNG 

into the tank. the pressure in the tank rose abruptly by 40%. safety 

valves remainedraised for 1.5-2 hours and 185,000 kg boil-off gas 

was releasedinto the atmosphere. It has been reported that the 

differences in densities and temperatures betweenthe two (initially 

storedand newlylidded)LNGs were 9 kg/m' and 2 K. respectively. 

Manyincidents of different magnitudeof severity have been 

reportedsince. 

The definitionand evaluation of a stability cntcnon for such 

density-stratified layers IS obviouslyof central importancem the 

study of rollover. For two such double-diffusive layers. some 

researchers (e.g., Turner. 1965.1973: Takao and Narusawa, 19110: 

Newell and Von Oriska. 19113: Sugawaraet. 011. 1984: Muroet. al.. 

1986) used a "stability parameter" Rs, defined as R,=P,l1C/Prl1T. 

where Psand IJ,. are the coefficientof volumetnc expansion due to 

concentrationand temperature. respectively. and l1Cand l1Tare 

the differencein concentrationsand temperatures betweenthe two 

liquid layers, respectively. 

Useof the stability parameter is qualitatively reasonable 

because it represents a ratio betweentwo forces which affect 

stability, Psl1C which is due to the concentrauon effect on density, 

and Prl1T due to the temperatureeffect. This parameter, however. 

does not seem so effective in interpreting the phenomenaoccurring 

lit the boundary betweenthe two liquid layers. Moriokaand Enya 

(1981, I984) have observed that the flow boundarv layer along the 

lowervertical wall penetrates into the top layer when the density 

difference between the two liquids reachesnearly zero. and then 

the interfacebetween the two liquids descends slowly. Opposite 

results were found in the 2-dimensional(rectangularenclosure) 

numericalanalysis by Shi (1990) who assumed the layers to be 

liquidnitrogenand oxygen, and found that rolloveroccurreddue to 

upper-coreflow penetration into the interface. 

In a previouspaper, two of the authors (Munakata and 

Tanasawa, 1994) have reponed the results of II numericalstudy of 

such a rolloverphenomenonin a rectangularenclosure.and have at 

least qualitativelyverifiedit by experimentalfindingsof their 

researchgroup (Arita et al., 1992). This paper expands the 

investigation to the cylindricalenclosure.a configurationwhichis 

not only more realistic for storage tanks but also results in rather 

different flow, temperatureand concentrationfields. and thus in 

different rolloveronset conditions. 

2. THE MODEL 
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The model used for the numerical simulation covered in Sections 

}.; is illustratedin Fig. I. Initially, the vessel.of a radius R equal 

to its half-depth(Hl2). containstwo binary-solution fluid layersof 

the same solvent and solute. temperature. anddepth (Hl2). which 

are density-stratified becauseof havingdifferentconcentrations of 

thesolute. The top surface is free. the top and bottomsurfacesof 

the fluid are adiabatic.no evaporationexists. the Marangoni effect 

at the free surface is neglected. and the fluid layersare heated from 

the-side wall. It is assumed that the flow, temperature and 

concentration fields are axisymmetric with respectto the z-axis. 

z 
q= 0 H Free Surface 

Upper Fluid 

C=CH 

HI2-- 
Lower Auid 

Fig.I The model for rollover analysis. 

The Soret and Duforteffects are assumed to be muchweakerthan 

heat conduction and moleculardiffusion,and are thus neglected. 

The describingequations (in vectorial form) lUld the initial and 

boundary conditionsare shown below. and the nondimensional 

parametersused are listed in the Nomenclature (moredetail about 

their derivationcan be found in Munakataand Tanasawa, 1994), 

(1) The describing equations 

The momentwnequation using vorticity 

(1)n«, (~C 
--r-,

Sc 6r 

The energyequauon 

(',1' tT I' (01' #(~lT .. -!. (~T)v + = (2)' (~r : (-::c't Pr c.r2 r C'r 

The diffusionequation 

cC + V 2C .. V (~C (3)ct ' or z ('Z 

The stream function (Poisson) equation 

-!. ('1jI = w. (4)
r 0r 

The stream-functionvelocity relation 

(5) 

whereall the tenus are defined in the Nomenclature section. 

(2) Tbe boundary conditions 

At the bottom (z=O)
 

c.T(u.O)
ljI(t.r.O) = <"1jI(t.r.O) CC(u.O) =O. 
, az az 6z (6) 

for t zO, O,;,r~R, 

at the center (r=O)
 

ClT(t.O,z) ('C(t.O.z) = O.
$(t,O.z) = w(t,O,z) 
or cr (7) 

for t:cO, O~z,;,H. 

at the top (z-H)
 

aT(t.r}{) 2C(t.r}{) = o.
$(t.rH) = w(uH) 
GZ az (8) 

for r; O. OHSR. 
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and at the wall (r-R) 

cC(,.R.z) = 0 (~T(,.R.z)tJI('r,R.z) = c",(:.R.z)
(1r cr . cr 

for rso. O'O:z~H. 

(3) The Initial Conditions (r = 0) 

tJI(O,r.z) = w(OJ,z) = nO,r.z) = 0 for OSER. Oszs H, (10) 

and. to avoid numericalproblems associated with the initial 

concentrationstep function. the initial concentration distribution is 

taken to be the analyticalsolution of the transient one-dimensional 

diffusion equation with the identical initial step-function 

concentration 

C(O,r,z) = 0 for OHsR. OszsH/2. and 
(11)C(0,r,z) = I for OsrsR. H/2-:zsH, 

which is 

I 
- 2 

I 2
C(,,z) = -erfc (11)2 2r;

~& 

evaluated at r = 0.1. 

3. THE NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 

The previouslydescribed governingequations were solved by 

using the finitedifferencemethod. To achieve higher accuracy, we 

have used a coordinate. transformation which places a denser grid 

next to all interfaces(Fig. 2), third order upwind differences (the 

K-K method) for the convective terms. and. as described above. the 

initial concentrationdistribution based on the exact solution of the 

one-dimensionalpure diffusion problem to avoid the numerical 

difficulties associatedwith assuming a step function in the 

concentration. Exceptingthe convective term. the other parts of 
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the describing equations were spatially discreuzcd by second order 

central differences. The ADI metncd was used for the time 

integration. and the SOR method was used to solve the Poisson 

equation. More details about the numerical technique can be found 

in (Munakata and Tanasawa. 1994). 
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Fig.2 The grid system for the numerical analysis. 

The accuracy of the numerical method was determined by 

examining the effect of mesh size on the obtained results. Figure 3 

shows the time-wise variation of stream function (tJI), temperature 

(T) and concentration Cat r=O.4628507, z=0.2514167, for three 

mesh sizes. The 20x40 mesh obviouslygives results whichdiffer 

significantly from those obtained with finer mesh sizes, and the 

difference between the 40 x80 and 60 x 120 mesh size results is 

within 10%. The 40x80 mesh (Fig. 2) was thus used for obtaining 

the results shown below,computed on a Cray RS6400 

multi-processor system. 
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Fig.3 Tirnewise variation of IV. T and C for various mesh sizes: Ras=4.415x 109 , Ra"T;:2.46x I09 . 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
V" (2.75)10-6 m:/s a" (9.5)10'" m:/s 

To compare the results with the previously reponed rectangular k=0.318 W/m K PT = (8.54)10" K" P. - (2.42)10') wt%" 

case (Munakata et aL 1994) which have been validated by our 
p_ = 1000 kg/m! p_ = 800 kg/m' 

past experimental data (Arita et al.. 1992). almost all of the 
Based on the above. the Prandtl number is 30 and the Schmidt 

parameters are selected to have the same values, Specifically. the 
number 5500. Computations were made for the range 

computations were performed assuming that the fluid is a 50% by 
(1.64)109s Ra"r:s.(9.02)109 and (4.415)Ws Ra,;:(l.766) 10'°. The 

weight water-ethanol solution in a cylinder with H =0.08 m. The 
different values of Ra'T were obtained by varying the side-wall 

solution properties. evaluated at room temperature. are listed 
heat flux q, and those of Ra, by varying the initial concentration 

below. 
difference AC between the top and bottom /luid layers. We note 

that Ra'T is the modified Rayleigh number. based on heat flux, and 
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its highestvalues in this study amount to a temperature-difference

based Rayjeigh numberof only about (5,4) 1O~. still in the laminar 

naturalconvection regime. 

The time-wise variationof the flow. temperatureand 

concentration fields at Ra, = (4A15)I09 and Ra'T = ( 1.64) 109 

shownin Fig. 4 is typicalof the obtainedresults. Initiallythere are 

two process-driving forces: (1) The temperaturegradient in the 

fluidncar the side wall due to the heat input, whichcauses a 

conductive inwardheat flux, and (2) the concentration difference 

(hereof ethanol)betweenthe upper and lower layers, which causes 

downward diffusion. A buoyancy forcedue to heatingthrough the 

side walls. moderatedby the stabilizingeffectof the concentration 

gradient. generatesthe two convectivecells seen in the Figure.both 

movingupwardsncar the side wall anddescending close to the 

center. 

Figure4 shows that at the carly times the diffusionof heat and 

mass is small relativeto the naturalconvectioneffect. Despite the 

seemingly distinct upper and lowercells. it can be seen that 

noticeable fluid transferoccurs betweenthe cells. This commences 

"ery soon. moving the lowerconcentrationfluid upwardsncar the 

wall with a consequentsharp concentration decreasein the wall 

boundarylayerof the upper region, and by a small concentration 

increaseof the lowerregion,distributedover a wide part of its 

interior, Examination of the temperaturefieldshows the effect of 

convection in transferringheat fromthe wall into the roUs. This is 

particularly strong in the upper cell. where it is seen that heat is 

moved rapidly to the top surface of the enclosureand then 

downwards in the center region. 

Significantly. examinationof the transient changeof the 

concentration fielddemonstrateswell the rolloverphenomenon, in 

whichthe lower liquidlayer ascends along the heated wall to 

penetratethe upper layer.while the upper layerdescendsin the 

region further fromthe wall. In the process the layersmix with 

each other and "exchange places". This is unlikethe findings by 

Shi (1990)who suggestedthat rolloverresultedfrom upper core 

flow into the interface. The differencemay bedue to the fact that 

...~.. 

his Pr (2.32) and Sc (0.0754) numbersare much smaller than the 

ones assumed in our study and In the study by Munakataand 

Tanasawa (1994). The strong mrxmg,especrallv ncar the top 

surface but also at the interface between the fluids IS also evident. 

Qualitatively. these results are sirmlar to the ones obtained for 

the rectangularenclosure(Munakata and Tanasawa, IlJlJ4). The 

cylindrical flow geometry.however. in which the flowcross secuon 

diminishesradially from the wall in. generates a different "elocity 

fieldand thus different rollover conditions. The wall-heat-transfer 

inducedupward flow. in the largest flowcross sectional area of the 

cylinder. results in stronger downtlow in the inner regionswhen 

comparedwith the rectangularenclosure. as seen In Fig. 5. Both 

thermaland species mixing at the interfacial and lowerregions are 

also faster. We note that while the equi-potenual streamline 

gradients in the central region of the cylinder(Fig, 4) are smaller 

than those computed by Munakata and Tanasawa ( (994) for the 

rectangularenclosure. the vertical velocities are actuallyhigheras 

seen in Fig. 5. This is due to the Ilr muinplier In the velocity

stream-function relationship,eq. (5). which takes a large value in 

the central regionof the cylinder. 

The radially-averaged concentrationdistribution at depth 1, 

C(t,z) = 4 
12

f C(t,r,z)rdr. (13) 
o 

is shown at different times for Ra·T=(4.1O)I 0" and (9.02)109 in 

Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, Fig. 6 shows clearly that the interface 

between the two fluid layers becomesmore stable whenthe solutal 

Rayleigh number increases(i.e.• when the initial solutal driving 

forcebecomes larger). This is lIS It should be. Since in this case. 

where initiallythe higher ethanol concentrationand thus lighter 

fluid is at the top. higher RlI, indicatesa morestable stratification. 

Analogically. comparisonof Fig. 7 with Fig. 6 shows that interface 

becomesless stable when the thermal Rayleigh number is 
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increased: indeed the increase of the wallheat flux invigorates 

natural convection. Onceagain, comparison withthe results for 

the rectangular enclosure showthat in cylindrical enclosures the 

destabilization occursearlierand the mixingis morevigorous. 

To investigate the temporal progression ofmi.xing and rollover, 

weshow in Fig. 8 the transient concentration of the lowerand 

upper fluid regions, volume-averaged over these regions as 

1.'1 

rC(~)J/_ = 2 f C(~,z)dz, 
o 

(14) 

1 

rt(~)J._r = 2 fC(t,z)dz, 
(15) 

1 
2 

where C(r.z) is obtainedfromeq, (13). 

Examination of Fig. 8 showsthat. as expected, the concentration 

in the upper layerdecreasesfromunity and the concentration in the 

lowerlayer increases from zero. Forthe highestsolutal Rayleigh 

numberexamined. i.e, the leastunstable case computed, the change 

in the average concentrations is indeed slowest. This is because 

theconvective motion and inixing are weakest. Consistent with 

that. therate of changeof the average concentrations increases 

with the thermal Rayleigh number and decreases with the solutal 

Rayleigh number. For combinations of sufficiently lowRa, and 
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Fig.9 The transient volume-averaged temperature of the lower (O~~H/2) 

and upper (H/2szgJ) fluid regions. 

sufficiently highRa'T, the lowerand upper regionconcentrations Ra, is smaller, consistentwith theireffecton the buoyancy-driven 

becomeequal(at the crossover pointof the transientconcentration convective flow. Thiscan also be seen from themoredetailed 

curvesin Fig. 8), the lowerregionconcentration thenexceeds for II exposition of the phenomena in the respective curvesof Fig. 7. 

whilethat of the upper region. the lowerregionconcentration Figure9 shows the volume-averaged transienttemperature 

reaches a maximum and the upper regionconcentration reachesa (defined as in eqs. 13-15.withT replacing C) changefor the upper 

minimum. and theconcentrations of both regionsthen gradually and the lowerfluidTegions. To W1derstand the temperature rise 

converge towards each other.endingat the final, fully mixed history shownin this Figure,we notethlltheat is conducted 

uniform concentration of the entireenclosure. <:=0.5. throughthe wall into both lowerand upper regionsof the fluid.and 

Figure 8 alsoshows that the layerconcentration crossoveras that the ensuingnaturalconvection wouldcarry heatupwards. 

wellas fmalhomogenization occursoonerwhenRa"T is larger and Consequently, whentheconvection is minimal (the solutaL 
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Rayleigh nwnbcr IS the highestfor a given thermal Rayleigh 

number), the lowerfluid layerloses the leastheat viaconvection to 

the upperlayerand thus its temperature nses fastest. Thisof 

coursecoincides then with theproportionately slowesttemperatwc 

rise of the upper layerseen in Fig.9. Therateof temperature rise 

of thelowerregionthus decreases. andfor the.wper region it 
~ 

increases. as RjI, decreases andas Ra'T increases. It canalso be 

seen that the lowerlayer temperature does not rise appreciably at 
, 

the start for combinations of largerRa'T and Iowa- Ra,.because of 

therelatively strongconvection whichimmediately causesflow 

penetration throughtheinterfacefrom thelowerto theupper layer. 

with consequent heat loss from thelower layer. 

Nextwe considerthepRldiction of the time to rollover. a 

parameter of intrinsicinteresl., but also of particuJar safely 

importance in theLNG application. We definethe rolloveronset 

timeas the time: \V.hen the interface betweenthe lowerand upper 

layers reaches the lop freesurface., that is whena pointof thelop 

surfiu:c (initiallyat Czl.O) fIrSt reaches theconcentration C-o.S. 

The results of theanalysisareshown as thesolidsymbols in Figs. 

8 and 9, and aresummarized in Fig. 10. Consistent with 

discussions above, therolloverOnsellime is seen to diminish as 

Ra'T increases and as Ra, decrc:ases. andtheeffectof the 

magnitude of R.a, becomes very small for the largervaluesof Ra'T' 

Comparing (Fig. II) with our previousresults for therectangular 

enclosures. it can beseen that the rolloveronset timesarcdifferent: 

theybecomeshorter(up to -II% here) for the cylindrical vessel as 

Ra, increases. they increasewith Ra"10 andarcalwayslonger(by 

up to 6%) at the: highervaluesof Ra'T examinedhere. 

We closethis section by notingthat thisentirestudyis of 

introduc:tory and fun<iamc:ntal nature but not yet fully applicable to 

rolloverin LNG tanks. Phenomena not considered in this model, 

especially evaporation and the Marangoni etlect at thefreesurface. 

the effectsof all speciespresent in theLNG. and thenatureof the 

transient weather-based heat influx. lirealso likely to have 

important effectson the rolloveronset time. TheactualLNG tank 

. sizeswouldalso bring about Rayleigh nwnbe:rs whichmay be 
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significantly largerthan thoseconsidered in this study. 
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Solid Symbols: C)l indrical Case 
Open Symbols: R ctangular Case 
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Fig.IO Rollover onset time 'tr. 

-10 

5,1------>" 

Fig. I I The relative difference Rt between the rollover onset 
time 'tr for the crlindrical and rectangular enclosures. 

Rt=[{ 'tr(cylindrical) - 'tr(rectangular)}l'tr(rectangular)]x I00. % 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Theeffect of the initialconcentration differencebetween stably 

stratifiedfluid layers.lindof the side-wall heat flux. on therollover 

phenomena in a cylindrical enclosure have bcen investigated 

numcncally. The most significant results are: 



( I) Heal transfer through the side-walls tends to destabilize a fluid 

whichis initiallystably stratified due to concentrationdifferences 

betweenits lowerand upper regions. 

(2) The extent of destabilization andthe intensityof the ensuing 

convectiveflow and mixing are proponional to the thennal Raleigh 

number, and invenely proportional to thesolutal Rayleigh number 

(which has a stabilizing effect in this case). 

(3) The most important mechanismwhichtriggers rollover is 

buoyancy-driven penetrationof the lower liquid into the upper 

layeralong the heatedside wall. 

(4) The time to rolloveronset becomesshorter as Ra'T increases 

andas Ra, decreases, and the effect of the magnitudeof RlI., 

becomesvery small for the larger values of Ra·T. 

(5) The basic phenomenain the cylindricaland rectangular 

enclosures are similar, but the interfacedescent velocityand the 

intensityofmixing in the cylindrical case are higher. The rollover 

onset time is a few percent shorter for the lower valuesof Ra, and 

highervalues of Ra\, and vice versa. 
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